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JUDAIC AND TORAH EXPERIENCE THROUGH THE AGES
R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel

Throughout our history, many of our leaders have taught 
us more than the law, they have taught us how to live a 

life imbued with the values, morals and holiness of the Torah. 
They have taught, enlightened and lived by the ideal that the 
heritage of our Torah is not relegated to any one person or 
place, but is a fluid, living entity whose prominence, greatness 
and magnitude permeates our lives through the many diverse 
situations, locations and circumstances that we, as a nation, 
have faced throughout our impossible travels and our sojourn 
in exile.

This week’s parsha deals with the construction of the 
Mishkan and the keilim used within. This undertaking was a 
vision of a sanctuary in honor of Hashem’s name, a place of 
Godliness in this world, and a place which fused the physical 
and spiritual. Moreover, the Mishkan embodied an important 
symbolic nature in and of itself, with the aspiration to raise 
man to a pinnacle of holiness and spirit. Many miforshim find 
this symbolism steeped within all the parts of the Mishkan, 
including the beams used for the walls, the tapestry, the alter, 
and the many utensils, built for and used in the Temple.

The first command concerning the construction of 
the Tabernacle, and one of the significant examples of this 
symbolism, was the Aron Hakodesh. The Ark- which held the 
Luchos Habris and the Torah and which was housed in the 
Kodesh HaKedoshim- represented the Torah, and those who 
delve into, learn and exemplify all that the Torah stands for.   

Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch notes a fascinating 
difference between the Aron and the other utensils which were 
housed in the Mishkan. All of the sacred objects serving the 
Mishkan had poles by which they were carried and transferred. 
Yet whereas the poles in the other keilim were meant solely 
for the carrying process after which the poles were allowed to 
be removed, the poles used for the Aron, however, were never 
allowed to be taken off the Aron.  

Rav Elie Munk and other commentators provide us with 
a striking explanation. The intransience and eternalness of 
the poles on the Ark imply that the Aron, symbolizing the 
Torah, can be and must be ready to be moved at any moment, 
so that it can accompany the Jews throughout all of their 
wanderings.  The poles express this idea of mobility to show 
that it is independent of time and space. The Torah, its laws 
and lessons are not bound by any one specific place. The 
Torah is as vital to us as the light of day and the Jewish nation 
should be very well prepared to act as its bearer at all times 
and in all places.

The Chassidic Rebbe, Rav Klonimus Kalmen Schapiro 
was one of the powerful spiritual forces of the Warsaw 

Ghetto. Warsaw boasted a large array of Torah luminaries, but 
even among these giants the Piazeczna Rebbe, Rav Klonimus 
Kalman, stood out with astonishing brightness. 

Combining Torah greatness with breathtaking sanctity, 
the “Aish Kodesh”, as he is now known, displayed a towering 
intellect and a fiery, poetic soul.  Loved by all and loving to 
all, he embodied true love for all Jews and a deep feeling and 
yearning for Eretz Yisroel. In fact, he was careful to have the 
first print of all his writings printed only in Israel. His chinuch 
masterpiece - Sefer Chovas Hatalmidim, ushered an era of 
new understanding of how to reach the youth of the modern 
age.  

But more than anything, the Aish Kodesh showed himself 
as the ultimate selfless leader, dedicated to his flock unto the 
death.  

While huddled and hidden in the Warsaw Ghetto, he 
continued to lead the Jews who surrounded him. He led them 
with his teachings, his value for every Jew and for every life, 
and by example through his unwavering faith in Hashem. 

Continuing his weekly classes until the very end he made 
unbelievable sacrifices to help Jews keep mitzvos in those 
terrible conditions. Ultimately, he compiled his weekly Torah 
discourses of the ghetto years into a sefer, which he buried 
just before he and the rest of the Warsaw Ghetto were killed 
Al Kiddush Hashem. Years later, its yellowed pages were 
found by a Polish peasant and was subsequently published.  
The Sefer Aish Kodesh still serves as an inspiration to an ever 
widening audience of his present Talmidim. 

The poles, the bearers and that which carried the Ark can 
never be removed, the Torah continues to shine, inspire and 
give chizuk, even in the darkest of circumstances.

The unmitigated spirit of the Torah has endured for 
time immemorial and has been kindled and held aloft by the 
foresight, prescience and selflessness of our leaders in all 
generations. 

Later on in the Parsha the Pesukim describe the walls 
of the Mishkan and the material used to build it. V’asisa es 
hakroshim L’mishkon Atzei Shitim Omdim- you shall make 
the planks of the Tabernacle of Acacia wood. Right away 
one question seemed to have been asked by a multitude of 
commentaries, the Jews were in the desert, as such where did 
they get the acacia wood from? 

One view, found in the Medrash, is that Avraham Avinu 
himself planted these very trees when he was in Egypt. Rabbi 
Elie Munk writes that apparently Avraham wanted to prepare 
the foundations of the future sanctuary, which, to Avraham, 
represented a guarantee of Klal Yisroel’s moral and righteous 
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FINDERS KEEPERES, LOSERS WEEPERS
Yerucham Reich

survival through its many tribulations. And while he knew 
that the tabernacle would also not last forever, he was certain 
that the spirit of sanctity would continue with us always and 
forever.

 So he prepared and planted those trees in order that 
we would have those trees and someday use them to erect 
a Mishkan. Irrespective of what the immediate future was to 
bring and what he knew was going to happen he still planted 
those seeds for the future of his children. The strength and 
spirit which presided over the planting of the shitim trees, and 
the sanctity of the Mishkan is the force which has carried us 
through the myriad travels which we have undergone. 

The spirit was the one that was there when Yaakov Avinu 
sent Yehuda to open a yeshiva in Goshen to the Beis Medrash 
of Hillel and Shammai so many years after. It has traveled 
with us during Rabbi Yochonan’s establishment of a Yeshiva 
in Yavneh. It was there when we merited the compilation of 
the Mishnah by Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi and found its way to 
the famous Yeshivos in Bavel and Pumpedisa. It was part 
and parcel of the Rishonim’s fortitude among the hostile 
environment of Islamic and Christian nations and so very 
important to the survival of the Jewish spirit and soul in the 
eastern European experience. It pushed those who persevered 
during the inquisition to set up clandestine yeshivos to teach 
and inspire. It was the primacy and hallowed nature of Torah 
teaching which led to the fight and struggle against those 
who tried to change the chinuch education in the 1800’s and 
on. I believe it was this spirit which pushed through the Beis 
Yaakov movement when a not so small segment of orthodoxy 
was against it. And it followed us to the shores of America, 

especially when the first yeshiva in the United States opened 
and was so aptly named Etz Chayyim of New York in 1886.

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (in his Darash Moshe) so aptly 
and equally explains that those who carry the Aron, those 
who share the burden in supporting what the Aron represents- 
Torah- and those who learn, study, live and breathe it, is 
one of the greatest ideals which a  Jew could aspire to. It’s a 
wonderful thing to be amongst those who can say after 120 
that they gave and fortified the fortress of Torah causes. Yet, 
Rav Moshe adds, it is so much more so for those who worked 
to transport the spirit of the Yeshivos of yore to the shores 
of where the Jews have settled. While many can learn and 
study Torah on their own; while Torah in it of itself can be 
delved into and exist on its own; but the spirit of the yeshivos, 
the wonderful give and take of the students, the traditions of 
the lectures and classes, the derech of learning, the chain of 
Halacha and of Mesorah; the essence of it all; is what those 
few visionary people carried over and planted, and it was that 
spirit which allowed the continuance and guaranteed a future 
of what was.    

The continued being of our Judaic experience in America 
can be explored and credited to so many who have sowed 
the seeds of our day schools, synagogue systems and camp 
experiences and to the many who continue to selflessly teach, 
educate, and inspire.   

It is the elasticity of this remarkable heritage, the endurance 
of spirit and the courage of a persistent and continuing legacy 
which allows us, implores us and connects us generation after 
generation.

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

I might have been too young to quote from Parashas 
Mishpatim, or from Ki Setze, or from Shulchan Aruch, or from 
the Gemara. But I knew, with every bit of intelligence, instinct, 
and knowledge that I could muster, that she was wrong and I 
was right -- not that the Torah meant anything to her.

The problem, of course, was not what six year old Laurie 
thought about what was right, but the civilization, the culture, 
that formed her.  

It’s interesting that my very wise mother, on another 
occasion, when I wanted to do something the kids on the 
street wanted to do, but that was out of keeping with what I 
should want to do, said to me, with a healthy dose of irony in 
her voice, “ You want to do that? Why, because Laurie thinks 

I must have been six or seven years old at the time. I was 
playing on the stoop in front of the four-family house we 

lived in, one of a row of nine such houses, on Eastern Parkway. 
Some little toy fell out of my pocket. In a moment, Laurie, a 
neighbor child of a different background, had it in her hand. 
When I asked for it, she told me that it was now hers. I lost it, 
she found it, and finders keepers, losers weepers. That’s the 
law. Too bad on me. 

I couldn’t believe she meant it. But she did. Her mother 
had told her so. I knew that that couldn’t be right. It was mine. 
No one disputed that it had been mine. While leaping boxes in 
the street game we were playing, it fell out of my pocket. How 
could picking it up make it hers, when it was mine?
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that’s a good thing to do? That makes it right?  What Laurie 
wants and does is not what we do.”  I got the point. My mother 
had a great sense of mission, a sense she made sure to instill in 
her children. (Amazing that, of all the children she could have 
named for her example, she chose Laurie.)

Laurie, and the culture that taught her “finders keepers, 
losers weepers”, did not stand alongside us at the foot of 
Mount Sinai as we were swept away, into a separate spiritual 
realm, by the very voice of God proclaiming Anochi 
Hashem Elokecha, I am “Hashem”, your God, Who took 
you out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage, a 
pronouncement that changed everything, forever. 

The nine “Commandments” that follow the first all 
derive their power and their absolute validity from that first 
Commandment. Do not steal, because God has instructed 
us that it is wrong, and forbidden. Do not murder, do not 
live licentiously, do not bear false witness, do not covet 
what belongs to others, because God has instructed us that 
it is wrong, and forbidden. The same applies for the other 
Commandments as well. 

Ask a typical young European today -- liberal, post-
Christian, intellectually self-satisfied --  what standard defines 
what is objectively right and what is wrong, challenge their 
moral relativism, and they will be hard pressed to give you 
a coherent answer. They might try to muddle in something 
about not harming other people, but ultimately, if you press 
them, the answer typically comes down to “if it feels right”, 
it’s right. Sadly, this is a moral infection that is affecting 
a growing number of young Americans too, a disorder 
contracted on college campuses, where shallow groupthink 
and slogans have replaced traditional values. 

There is a very good reason why the sublime and exalted 

scene at Sinai, with its religious and moral pronouncements, 
is followed immediately by a deluge of what appears to be 
mundane, “civil” law. The ox that gored, loans, torts, property, 
things lost and found. And that is because to a Jew, there is 
ultimately no moral difference between “You shall serve no 
other god”, and the laws governing the responsibility of a  
man who negligently digs a pit in a public place and causes 
harm to someone else’s property. Between “I am  ‘Hashem’, 
your God”, and the laws governing the return of a lost object 
to its rightful owner.  Because God is holy, and, in His 
immeasurable kindness, He offers us the opportunity to aspire 
to holiness as well. And that holiness is achieved as much by 
how we relate to each other as by how we observe religious 
ritual. They are both important, and they both derive from the 
same source. 

I don’t know what became of my neighbor Laurie, but I 
am grateful for the important lesson I learned because of her 
way back then while playing stoopball on Eastern Parkway. 
The potential for utter godlessness in the mindset that 
proclaims “finders keepers, losers weepers, too bad for you”, 
struck me, even then, as profoundly different from the values 
in the moral safe haven I was raised in, where it was He Who 
proclaimed “ Anochi Hashem Elokecha” who defined what 
is right and what is wrong, what is just and what is not, a 
truth transmitted by parents who, whatever ups and downs in 
life there were, whatever the challenges, setbacks, bumps and 
glitches, understood their mission in raising their children, 
and the mission of our family, and of our People in this world.

 
Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas Mishpatim, 5776

Q: As the Parshah describes the tremendous amounts 
of funds that were given towards the construction of 
the Mishkan (tabernacle) the question is raised should 
ma’aser (tithing) be given in the same way that Teruma 
etc. was given?
A: There is a fundamental difference between the giving 
of Teruma, tithing of the gifts to the Kohanim and Leviim 
and the tithing of money.1 In general the obligation to give a 
portion of your crop or flock is on the entire amount of money 
that you have (gross income). This is not the case by ma’aser 
kesafim (tithing money) in which one is obligated to give only 
on what he takes home as profit (net income). 

Q: What is the idea behind such a difference that one may 
make certain deductions before separating ma’aser from 
his monies?
A: In a powerful response towards a question on the extent 
of someone’s obligation to give ma’aser the Chavas Yair 
explains that the concept of giving ma’aser is so great that 
it literally makes one a partner with Hakadosh Baruch Hu. 
So much so that there are legal ramifications in Halacha that 
arise as a result of this understanding. Meaning that just as a 
shutfus (partnership) is only split between the owners after 
all the expenses of the business has been deducted so too by 
ma’aser, the partnership with Hashem is deducted this way as 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: Exemptions In Maaser
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well.

Q: What expenses of a business can be deducted before 
separating ma’aser money?
A: Any money that needs to be spent in order to make more 
money is a viable halachic deduction. Therefore any money 
spent on:
	income tax
	state and federal tax
	theft insurance  
	fire insurance 
	malpractice fees2

can be deducted appropriately prior to tithing his income. This 
is opposed to:
	house insurance
	property tax
	life insurance

that should not be deducted as these costs are not a part of 
making money and are rather included in every day expenses.

Q: Is one able to deduct the costs of transportation as well?
A: This question was asked to Dayan Weiss3 in which the 
inquirer wanted to purchase a luxury car in order to draw 
a stronger customer base to his business (as is the case in 
various professions where the image of the salesman is just 
as important4 as the actual product being sold). In discussing 
whether or not it can be deducted as a business expense the 
response was that if it was necessary for the business to 
prosper then one may deduct it accordingly and give ma’aser 
after that. 

Q: Does this mean that one may always deduct the monthly 
costs of one’s car (lease, purchase etc.) before dividing up 
ma’aser?
A: Each scenario would depend on the variables of what 
the business requires. As in general in contemporary 
society where most people travel via automobile one is not 
purchasing a car solely for his business but for family and 
recreational purposes just as well. Therefore one can’t claim 
that it’s entirely a business expense when in essence it would 
have been purchased regardless. That being said if one would 
spend $150 a month on an average car (i.e. Toyota Corolla) 
but in order to present himself in a more financially successful 
fashion5 spends $350 on a higher end brand (i.e. Lexus) then 
the added $200 can be looked at as a business expense and 
deducted before figuring out ma’aser.6 

Q: May one deduct other expenses for transportation as 
well?
A: Assuming that the expenses were incurred in order to make 

money, any;
	gas
	tolls
	possible repairs that are necessary for the business 

(i.e. cosmetic repairs that are pertinent as in the case 
of the luxury car listed above)

may be deducted before calculating ma’aser. Similarly if one 
needs to:
	travel overseas
	take out clients to lunch
	go golfing with potential customers

then those costs may also be deducted before figuring out 
actual profits. 

Q: What about deducting expenses that went towards the 
purchase of clothing?
A: Similar to the case of a car it would depend on what he 
is buying and why. Obviously someone is going to purchase 
clothing even without having a business, the question is 
in what capacity he will be creating his wardrobe. If his 
clientele or customer base would be improved  by presenting 
a more posh look then the difference between the cost of his 
casual suit and the more fancier one can be deducted before 
calculating ma’aser.

Q: May one deduct all of his other personal expenses 
before giving ma’aser?
A: Almost all authorities hold that this would not be permitted. 
As similar to the above mentioned concept of a partnership 
with Hashem, one does not deduct his:
	rent 
	food 
	utility bills
	(basic) clothing expenses 
	vocations
	cleaners bills 

when splitting any actualized income with his business 
partner here too one should not do that. Although there is one 
view, the responsa Avkas Roichel  that contends that one may 
actually deduct all of his expenses it seems that many of the 
later poskim discounted this source and even went as far as to 
question the authenticity of such a psak, claiming that it may 
not actually be the author who wrote it to begin with. Clearly 
the mainstream directive is to separate ma’aser without any 
deductions of regular everyday expenses. 

Q: If someone owns real estate at what point does he take 
off ma’aser from any of his earnings?
A: While some poskim recommend separating every month, 
and others say once a year, in general that is not possible to 

R’ Heshy Kahan
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do when dealing with property as the value increases and 
decreases rapidly and without any warning. Therefore one 
is only obligated to calculate (and then distribute) ma’aser 
when his profits become liquid. Only after having actual hard 
currency should one figure out his earnings.

Q: If one has a few properties or businesses how should he 
go about calculating the profit and losses in order to know 
what to give to ma’aser?
A: If one wants to view each business or property by itself and 
give ma’aser on each one alone then he may do so however the 
poskim hold that one is able to calculate the actualized profit 
of all his businesses and properties together when looking 
to give ma’aser. For example if one made $5000 from one 
business and lost $3000 from another although he may isolate 
the $5000 and give $500,  many hold that he need not do so 
and can combine the two leaving $2000 profit altogether, and 
giving ma’aser on that sum. 

Q: Is one obligated to give ma’aser on gifts?
A: Although there may be room to say that one should calculate 
the worth of any gift he receives and give ma’aser on that, the 
prevailing custom is to only give ma’aser on monetary gifts. 

Q: Does one have to give ma’aser on money that he receives 
from his parents/in-laws?
A: If one gets a monthly stipend from his parents and/or in-
laws and it is understood that the parents/in-laws are giving 
that specific amount for whatever they view the necessary 
expenses of the couple to be then there may be room to exempt 
this monthly “gift” from ma’aser. As similar to a gift that is 
given on tenai/condition,  this stipend becomes a gift given 
on condition that it be used for their expenses and not on 
ma’aser. The same would apply to a child receiving a weekly 
allowance that he would not have to take off ma’aser since 
the amount given was based on the precept that it be used for 
self-care and not to be distributed.  If the parent/in-law knows 
that (i.e.) $100 is being given on $1000 they would probably 
just give $900 to begin with. If however the parents are giving 
the stipend openly with the understanding that the couple can 
do as they please and there are no qualms whatsoever with 
any charity that they choose to take off of the total then by all 
means ma’aser could be given.

Q: Is there any special nuance that is present by the 
mitzvah of ma’aser that no other mitzvah has?
A: The Gemara in Makos states quite clearly from the verse  
“v’chanuni nah b’zos” that Hashem is allowing us to test him 
by giving ma’aser. By no other commandment is any such 
allowance given aside for this mitzvah where one can partner 

with Hakadosh Baruch Hu himself and state both explicitly 
and confidently that “I am testing Hashem to show me b’racha 
by giving ma’aser”. As can be attested to by the many who 
have started to see incredible blessing of increased wealth  
once they have started being scrupulous with giving ma’aser 
that it is not giving at all...it is rather getting.

FOOTNOTES

1. Although there are some who learn that ma’aser kesafim is 
included in the biblical commandment to tithe fruits, animals 
etc. there are some who hold that the commandment is only 
Rabbinic and many who hold that it is actually only a minhag 
(tradition) albeit as strong one. It seems that the custom is to 
follow that view.

2. This is very relevant for Doctors who spend thousands each year 
on this kind of insurance. If a doctor were to deduct ma’aser 
from the gross of all his income before figuring out the cost of 
insurance (that allow him to stay in practice as a clinician, as 
one cannot practice without it) the numbers would obviously be 
much different.

3. Minchas Yitzchok 5:34:6
4. As heard from Al Greenwald CEO of GD department stores in 

Cleveland, Ohio
5. See Nachlas Moshe Berel 4:20 who discusses the heter to even 

purchase items that go against our principles i.e. German prod-
ucts etc. for the purpose of sharpening one’s image in the busi-
ness world

6. This can be noted by popular Public Adjuster Martin Fisch CFO 
of Fisch Associates who is known to abhor anything that smells 
of gashmiyus but yet travels to clients in a luxury SUV in or-
der to placate the clients need to feel that they are employing 
someone who is “good at what he does”. This is clearly solely a 
business expense as when picking up his children from school 
he goes around in a dilapidated mini van with various parts of 
the car attached via duct tape to hold it together. In that case the 
entire lease can be deducted prior to giving ma’aser.

7. And supposedly the Kitzur Shulchan Aruch held this way as well
8. And he certainly would be commended for doing so
9. Igros Moshe Y.D. 1:143
10. In which there are explicit guidelines in Choshen Mishpat that 

one giving a gift can append whichever conditions he so desires 
and if the recipient doesn’t agree then he doesn’t have to accept 
it. In this case even if the couple desires to live on less each 
month so they can fulfill the wonderful mitzvah of ma’aser it is 
still the prerogative of the parent/in-law to say that they don’t 
want their children to live on a tighter budget and would rather 
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ARE YOU RICH?
Would you like to be?

If so, pay close attention, the secret of it all will be 
revealed.

The Talmud (Megillah 6b) relays one of the most 
fascinating thoughts throughout its holy pages – “yagati v’lo 
matzati” – if someone tells you that he put effort and he has 
not gained anything, “al taamin” – do not believe him. Rashi 
(1040-1105) informs us that this means putting effort in Torah 
learning. If a person tells you that he put effort into learning 
Torah, but he didn’t gain anything from it, he is not to be 
believed.

Why not?
 The answer can be seen through the eyes of a CEO 

of a small company. Let us say you have a business that is 
not doing so well and you need to lay off an employee. The 
decision comes down to two workers. One always comes to 
work late and it seems like every day he has an excuse for why 
he has to leave early. The other one arrives prior to everyone 
else, waiting for the office to open, and he is the last one to 
leave every night. The difference is that the one who comes in 
late and nearly always leaves early has the Midas touch when 
it comes to sales. He is the top performer and what he makes 
in sales in a few hours surpasses what anyone else can make 
in a few days. The other person who is there putting in the 
utmost of effort daily, the first one to arrive and last one to go 
home, has this issue - he can’t close a sale for the life of him.

Which one do you keep and which one to you let go?
In the business world, it comes down to the bottom line. 

The one who closes sales is the one you need to keep. Effort 
doesn’t mean anything if it does not produce results. In the 
world of Torah it is quite different. In the world of Torah, the 
effort that one puts in is the bottom line.

So now this makes the next statement in the Talmud 
which follows even more wondrous. It states, “When it comes 
to business transactions, the result it will yield is all in the 
hands of Heaven.” Ask most people to explain this statement 
and you are likely to get a synopsis on the idea that everything 
we have comes from Hashem and that He is the true provider 
of all our needs. And the truth is they are right. But, like many 
statements made out of habit and by rote, they miss something 

deeper. The Talmud is informing us about a state of mind that 
is far different than mere rhetoric.  This is a state of mind that 
expands our understanding of belief, anchoring it to a reality 
that becomes tangible, practical, and applicable.

Consider this episode relayed in the Talmud (Megillah 
16a), where Achashverosh informs Haman that the reward of 
wearing the royal garments and riding on the royal horse will 
go to Mordechai. As per the king’s orders Haman went out 
to look for Mordechai. He finds him learning with the rabbis 
reviewing the laws of “kemitzah”, the special procedure done 
by the Kohen when grasping the flour to put on the altar in 
the Beit Hamikdash. When Mordechai saw Haman, he got 
up and began to pray. Haman asked the others, “What were 
you learning just now?” They responded, “We were learning 
about the procedures of the Kohen when the Beit Hamikdash 
will again be in existence.” It was at this moment that Haman 
knew he would never make it out of this situation alive. He 
knew it was all over.     

When we survey the economic downturn, the tremendous 
hardships that many of us are having in this tumultuous 
financial climate, where do we attribute the liability of it all? 
Do we look at the banks which gave mortgages recklessly, the 
stock market with its duplicitous investors, or the President 
who spent more and more money in an attempt to solve the 
problem? Do we fault ourselves for not working hard enough, 
not being aggressive enough, not being creative enough? 
Maybe the fault lies with the scoundrels, the cheats, and the 
government, who think of only today and not of tomorrow? If 
this is the line of thinking that we have been contemplating, 
that we have been discussing with others, and that we have 
concluded as the reasons, then we have missed it all. We have 
not inculcated the message of this week’s perasha, “They 
shall make Me a Sanctuary so that I may dwell within them” 
(Terumah 25:8). We have expressed peripherally that Hashem 
controls it all, but it has not been internalized to the point that 
Hashem is actually dwelling within us.

Haman had set in a motion a plan to destroy the entire 
Jewish race. This was the reality; this was the news that 
spread throughout the land. Haman expected that in the 
yeshivot, the Jews would have heard this message and acted 
accordingly. They would have been learning about what one 

WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

they spend the full stipend on themselves.
11. Teshuvos V’hanhagos 3:282

12. Malachei 3:6
13. And various other degrees of good fortune 
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needs to know when giving up his life. At what point do you 
say Shema Yisrael, what should be one’s last thoughts before 
one leaves this world, how does a Jew die. But that is not what 
Haman found. He found something else entirely. He found 
the Jewish people learning the laws of “kemitzah”, the laws 
for the Kohen in the Beit Hamikdash. These Jews have been 
sentenced to die and yet they are still learning about laws for 
a Beit Hamikdash that was not even built!

How is that so?
These Jews were not just saying rhetoric about Hashem 

being in control of the world. They were not just stating words 
by rote; this is what they actually believed! They believed that 
the world, their lives, their very destiny is carried in Hashem’s 
hands. They did not put their hopes in Haman objectives, in 
Achashverosh decrees, in the letter of annihilation that spelled 
out their destruction. They knew absolutely, that the life of a 
Jew is forever connected by the One which runs the hearts of 
men. They put their hopes, their prayers, and their very souls 
into Him.

When it comes to us – how much do we believe? 

We need to make our effort in the physical world, while 
knowing that it is our effort through Torah and connecting to 
Hashem that ultimately will count. When we pray, it needs to 
be with a complete heart, one that believes with every beat of 
it, every nuance of it, and every part of it, that Hashem is our 
salvation.

If someone would come into our homes, would he see us 
learning about the Torah perspective of dealing with wealth, 
the laws of charity, and the capability of growing Torah with 
it? Would he see that we are not placing our apprehensions 
and concerns in the material circumstances that surround us, 
but towards Hashem? We need to be like those learning with 
Mordechai about the laws of the Beit Hamikdash, because they 
knew that it would one day be a reality despite what everyone 
else thought.  We need to not put our hopes and prayers into 
what is occurring in the world around us, but rather place our 
eyes and spirit to the One that is really in control of it all. 
Maybe then it could happen, maybe then He will know that 
we truly do believe, or maybe this is the perspective which is 
the greatest riches of them all.h.

R’ Aharon Finkelstein

PARSHAS TERUMAH
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

The Mishkan is the place on this world where Hashem’s 
Shechinah resides. Ve’shachanti be’socham, And I will 

dwell among you. The idea of Hashem dwelling in this world 
was not a new concept. When Hashem created earth, He also 
had a place within this world; a place where He and humans 
could reside “together.” That place was the Gan of Eden. It was 
there that Adam and Chava experienced hearing the Voice of 
Hashem. It was there that they were given their Torah – they 
were commanded le’avdah – to work it – u’le’shamrah, to 
watch it. Chazal note that le’avdah is a mitzvas asei, a positive 
mitzvah, while le’shamrah is a mitzvas lo saasei, a negative 
command. But Adam and Chava sinned and people could no 
longer live together with Hashem. In fact, Hashem placed 
guards at the entrance of this garden – Fiery rotating swords 
in the hands of Keruvim. Hashem is described as Yoshev 
HaKeruvim. Rav Hirsch explains that the Keruvim bear the 
Shechinah. But in this case they guarded our connection to the 
Shechinah with fiery rotating swords. 

At Mattan Torah, we became like Adam HaRishon before 
he sinned. We too were given Torah; we were given zachor 
(mitzvas asei) and shamor (lo saasei). We too heard the voice 
of Hashem. We ourselves were the bearers of the Shechinah 
which came down to this earth for Mattan Torah (Meshech 
Chochma, Shemos 19:12). Each one of use would have had 

our own private gan eden, living together with Hashem; each 
of us would have been an individual Mishkan (see Meshech 
Chochmah, Bamidbar 9:10). But then we sinned. Once again, 
we lost this opportunity, but the Torah had already been given 
and it was therefore possible to have Hashem continue to 
have a place down here on earth – through the Torah which 
was given to us. The Shechinah which had been on Har Sinai 
now moved to the Mishkan which housed the luchos. The 
Hashraas HaShechinah of Mattan Torah continued (Ramban, 
Terumah). We on our own could no longer bear the Shechinah, 
but through the Torah, the Keruvim – situated on top of the 
Aron would now bear the Shechinah here on earth (see Rav 
Hirsch and HeKesav VeHaKabbala to Bereishis and here). 
In this miniature gan eden, the voice of Hashem was heard 
through the Keruvim on top of the Aron. 

Still, even though there was a Mishkan, Klal Yisrael as 
a whole (not each individual) – represented collectively in 
the Mishkan – are the true Mikdash (Meshech Chochmah, 
Bamidbar 29:18, end). We are the bearers of the Shechinah 
and must bring glory to His Name. With regard to the building 
of the Mishkan, the pasuk says ve’chein taasu, and so shall 
you do. Chazal derive from here that this is a mitzvah for all 
future generations. R’ Chaim Volozin explains that we fulfill 
this mitzvah today, even without a Mishkan or Mikdash, by 
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making ourselves and Klal Yisroel, as a whole, worthy of 
hashraas HaShechinah. R’ Meir Simcha supports this idea 
with the words of Rashi. The pasuk says that one who performs 
the molech service has defiled My Mikdash. How so? He has 
not done so in the Mikdash! Rashi explains that this refers to 
Klal Yisroel – this fellow has defiled Klal Yisroel. Klal Yisroel 
is My Mikdash.

Rabbeinu Yonah (Shaarei Teshuvah 3:158) writes that our 
job is to sanctify Hashem’s Name; therefore, we ourselves 
have to be holy – through Torah and mitzvos – just as the 
klei hamikdash were holy. The sefer Ohel Yehoshua (Heller) 
notes a fascinating idea. He demonstrates a direct connection 
between the Jew and the Mishkan. In order to bring us close 
to Him, Hashem gave us 613 mitzvos performed by the 613 
parts of our body, through which we become holy, as the 
pasuk says “And you will do My mitzvos and you will be 
holy.” The Mishkan as well – the place where Hashem resides 
– also has 613 parts [48 kerashim, 100 adanim, 200 loops etc. 
(see there)]. These 613 parts are able to house Hashem, and 
our 613 parts can also house Hashem when we use each and 
every part ourselves to fulfill the 613 mitzvos.

An essential part of bringing Hashem’s Shechinah down 
to this earth – in fact, a prerequisite for it – is nedivus haleiv 
– our will to use whatever we have towards the service of 
Hashem happily. At Mattan Torah, naaseh venishma showed 
our willingness to do so. We will do whatever it is Hashem 
asks of us. With regard to the Mishkan, we demonstrated 
this by donating all our precious items to be used for serving 
Hashem. In fact, we did so without knowing what we were 
giving for. Take note that the Torah does not first discuss the 
Mishkan and then ask people to donate. It first asks people 
to donate and then tells us what it is for. When a Yeshivah 
fundraises, they first show the prospective donor a brochure 
that shows what the Yeshiva is all about. Then they ask that 
he help the cause. The yeshiva would not be too successful if 

they would go around collecting for an unknown cause. But 
here that is exactly what happened. The yidden jumped at the 
chance to give their precious items for whatever it is Hashem 
wants (Mishchas Shemen, from R’ Shneur Kotler z”l). This 
sort of ahavas Hashem is what brings Hashem into our lives 
and into a Mishkan. This was the mistake of the nessim. They 
said that they would fill in whatever is missing and they are 
taken to task for it. Why? The answer is that if we are building 
a Yeshiva and we just need money to do it, so of course every 
Rosh Yeshiva would love such a donor. But here, the point 
was the nedivus halev – the ahavas Hashem. We must jump at 
the opportunity. Waiting to fill in what is missing misses the 
boat (Mishchas Shemen).

We ourselves can be the bearers of Hashem’s Shechinah. 
We can do this by using our 613 to fulfill the 613 mitzvos. But 
the nedivus halev – the willingness to channel all we have and 
all our actions towards serving Hashem is a prerequisite for 
the greatness we can achieve. 13 items were donated for the 
Mishkan. Sfas Emes (cited by Mishchas Shemen) says that 
the 13 middle berachos of shemonei esrei correspond to the 
13 items donated for the Mishkan. The 13 items donated were 
our way of taking our physical items and happily using them 
to serve Hashem. The 13 berachos mostly ask Hashem for 
our physical needs. But they too are for the purpose of the 
Mishkan. Our 613 parts need these things to function so that 
we can serve Hashem properly. Indeed, we end shemone esrei 
by saying asei leman shemecha, kedushasecha, yeminecha, 
torasecha. The Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 122) says 
that one who says these words will merit being mekabel pnei 
Shechinah. In other words, says the Mischas Shemen, we beg 
Hashem to fulfill our requests for the purpose of Your Name, 
Your Torah etc. If we live this way, we will merit seeing 
Hashem, for we ourselves and the Jewish people collectively 
will be worthy of bearing Hashem’s Shechinah.

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

PARSHA THOUGHTS
R’ Aron Moshe Jacobson

The Medrash (Shemos Rabba 33:1) relates a parable 
where a king asks his son in law to make sure that he 

always has a room to stay in when he visits his daughter and 
son in law. Hashem asked us to build a Mishkan for Him to 
"dwell" amongst us. R' Meilich Biderman explains, based on 
the Alshich, that we should ensure that Hashem has a presence 
in our lives, no matter where we are.

 The Keruvim were fashioned facing each other (25:20). 

The was a miraculous aspect to this, that when the Jewish 
people were doing the will of Hashem they faced each other, 
and when they were not, the Keruvim turned their backs to 
reach other (Talmud, Bava Basra 99a). R' Meilich Biderman 
explains, in the name of the Bais Yisrael, when we are facing 
each and caring about each other that is when we are doing the 
will of Hashem. But, if we turn our backs on each other, even 
if we are pure of sin and holy like the angels represented in the 
Keruvim, we are not fulfilling the will of Hashem.
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R’ Rafi Mollot
60 SECONDS OF TORAH: TRUMAH -- VIRTUOUS REALITY

Parallel to the first group, three metals are used in the 
Mishkan‘s construction: gold, silver and copper. Parallel to 
the second group are the seven branches of the Menorah. 
Parallel to the third group are the twelve stones of the Kohen 
Gadol’s breastplate.

Just as Hashem can be “known” through engagement 
with the Torah, the construction of the Mishkan facilitated a 
tangible experience of meeting the Divine Presence within a 
space designed especially to house its Infinite Source.

May we merit to see the ultimate House of G-d rebuilt 
speedily in our days!

Based on Shla”h, Parshas Terumah

PARSHAS TERUMAH: IT’S ALL UP TO US!
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

The parsha begins with the command to donate gold 
and silver towards the building of the Mishkon. Rashi 

points out that to donate one had to do so with pure intentions 
– Viyikchu li, lishmi. This is difficult to understand. We all 
know the famous dictum, mitoch shelo lishma ba lishma. 
We are encouraged to do mitzvas even with ulterior motives. 
Eventually this will lead to doing it lishma. Specifically in 
regard to the mitzvah of Tzedaka the Gemora tells us if one 
gives “al minas sheyichye bni”, as a merit that his child should 
have recovery, this is also considered a great mitzvah. Why 
then does the Torah require specifically here that the donations 
be given with pure intentions? 

We can clarify this with an explanation of the Dubna 
Magid. The Dubna Magid is bothered why the Mishkan, 
and subsequently the Bais Hamikdash, were separated into 
different areas. There was the Chatzar with the least Kedusha 
and then the Kodesh and finally the Kodesh Hakodoshim. 
Couldn’t Hashem allow the entire edifice be one big Kodesh 
Hakodoshim. 

While there may be other ways to understand this, the 
Dubna Magid suggests as follows. When building a home 
for mankind, we need strong and proper materials and good 
workmen. How does one build a “home” for Hashem? With 
one’s heart. Like the posuk says in Shir Hashirim “Tocho 
ratzuf Ahava” the Bais Hamikdash was full of love. 

Says the Dubna Magid, the more Ahava and pure will 
a person had, that love translated into holiness to build 
Hashem’s home. Thus, the Mishkan had different levels of 

Kedusha, based on the different levels of holy intentions of 
the donators. 

Similarly explains Reb Chaim Voloziner, what does the 
posuk mean when complimenting Betzalel, the builder of the 
Mishkan, as a “Lachshov Machovos”. Lachshov Machovos, 
although literally is referring to the ability to weave and 
knit designs into cloth, also means someone who can read 
minds (machshava meaning ones thoughts). Betzalel needed 
this power of assessing ones pure intentions when donating 
towards the Mishkan, because according to their level of 
pureness, that’s where their donation went. 

Now we can better understand why Rashi says that to 
build the Mishkan one had to give the money Lishma. Of 
course when doing other Mitzvas and even when giving 
Tzedaka we are encouraged to do so even if we aren’t at the 
level of giving it with a pure heart. But when building the 
Mishkan, the money is only a bi-product. The real material 
that was installed into the Mishkan was the purity of heart 
and goodwill of Klal Yisroel. Without the heart, there is no 
substance with what to build the Mishkan. 

In a similar vein, the Kesav Sofer explains the brocha that 
Moshe Rabbeinu blessed Klal Yisroel upon the completion of 
the Mishkan. Rashi in parshas Pikudei says he blessed them, 
“Yehi rotzon shetishra shechina bimasei yideichem”. Typically 
we translate this bracha as all other blessings that begins 
with “Yehi Rotzon” meaning may it be Hashem’s will that 
the Shechina dwell in your handiwork, i.e. the Mishkan. But 
what’s noteworthy is that Rashi left out the words “Hashem 

Hashem instructs the B’ney Yisrael to construct a Mishkan 
(Tabernacle), to serve as a conduit of connection 

between mankind and the Creator, connecting this earthly 
realm to its highest Source. The deeper commentaries explain 
that the form of the Mishkan emanates from the form of the 
Torah, so that it serves as a virtual Torah space on earth. As 
such, the elements within the structure of the Mishkan parallel 
the elements comprising the Torah itself.

For example, twenty-two unique alphabetical characters 
comprise the entire written Torah. These letters are subdivided 
into three groups: (1) the 3 “elemental” letters; (2) the 7 “two-
fold” letters; and (3) the 12 “simple” letters. (The specifics of 
these subdivisions would be too far a diversion for this short 
essay.)
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Elokeinu”, which is usually the next words after Yehi Rotzon; 
“Yehi Rotzon Hashem Elokeinu”, May it be the will of You, 
Hashem our G-D. Without those two important words, says 
the Kesav Sofer, we can translate Moshe’s brocha to mean 
something entirely different. Moshe Rabeinu understood 
that the single factor that can create a dwelling place for the 
Shechina is the goodwill and pureness of heart of Klal Yisroel. 
Similar to what we explained above that to build the Mishkan 
required the Nedivas Halev and goodwill of Klal Yisroel, so 
too to merit the actual dwelling of the Shechina requires that 
same goodwill. Therefore Moshe blessed them appropriately 
Yehi Rotzon – may it be your will i.e. the will of Klal Yisroel 
that the shechina dwell here. If Klal Yisroel so wills it, the 
Shechina will be there. 

This lesson, that Hashem’s presence in the Mishkan 
is linked with the will of Klal Yisroel, and depends on how 
much we want the Shechina, is not limited to the Mishkan 

alone. The Alshich points out that when the Torah tells us 
that the Shechina will dwell in the Mishkan it uses the words 
Vishachanti Bisocham, “I will dwell within them”, instead 
of the more appropriate term “I will dwell within it”. This 
teaches us that Hashem will not only dwell in the Mishkan, 
but will dwell within every single Jew. The only prerequisite 
is that we let Him in. If there is true will to have Hashem dwell 
within us, He will be there.

This idea is signified in Drashas Haran (Drush 6) where 
he says (loose translation): “Someone who his thoughts are 
connected to Hashem, then even when he is involved in 
mundane matters and business transactions, he is still doing 
100% pure Avodas Hashem, because the main thing is not 
what you are doing, but rather the goodwill and kavonas Halev 
to be connected to Hashem.” If we want to be connected to 
Hashem, and went Him to live with us, He will. We need only 
to want.

TRUMAH
Rabbi Mendel Chazan

The Torah is a perfect book. There is nothing lacking nor 
is there anything extra. Every word, every letter, and 

even the way the letters are written are absolutely precise. 
And yet, in our parsha we have one of the most well-known 
grammatical errors: “Build for me a sanctuary and I will dwell 
in them.” Being only one temple at the time, the pasuk should 
have said “and I will dwell in it.” 

Our sages answer with a timeless message: “I will dwell in 
them- ie: in the hearts of every single Jew.” Every single Jew 
can make him or herself into a dwelling place for Hashem. 
Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Kotzk once said, “Where can 
Hashem be found? Wherever you let Him in.” The question is 
only how to accomplish this task.

Beginning with the construction materials for the physical 
mishkan, we can learn a lesson to take to heart - literally. 
The wood for the mishkan was cedar wood, or in Hebrew, 
atzei shitim. The word shitim is connected to the word shtus, 
foolishness. Foolishness is deviation from the normal path. 
This can be a good thing or a bad thing. Your imagination can 
supply endless scenarios in which foolishness can used for 
bad. But there are times when it can be used for the good. If 
a professional broke out in dancing at random, it would seem 
strange and out of place. Those same dance moves would be 
completely appropriate at a wedding however, since it is the 
right time and place. By a wedding we are expected to go 
beyond ourselves to make others happy.

Humans are by nature very selfish. To go out of your way 
to help someone else be happy is not normal in a way. To 
accomplish this act of kindness takes a certain measure of 
foolishness in the sense that you’re going off the normal path. 
It is this foolishness that Hashem is looking for to be worthy 
of having His presence reside within you.

The next lesson to internalize can be learnt from the 
mishkan’s use. The main avoda of the mishkan was the 
korbonos. Here too, the pasuk seems to be grammatically 
incorrect. “Adam ki yakriv mikem korbon” - a person who 
brings a korbon from [amongst] you. It should have been 
written “Adam mikem ki yakriv,” a person from amongst 
you who brings a korbon. Our sages teach us when you bring 
a korbon, you need to offer a piece of your very self. Most 
korbanos included an animal offering.  We too have animalistic 
personalities within ourselves, and our job is to use these traits 
for Hashem. Eating gluttonously is an obvious pure animal 
instinct. A little known story of the Baal Shem Tov illustrates 
how even that desire can be harnessed for the good.

The Baal Shem Tov once instructed a group of students 
to travel to a certain village to learn how to eat properly from 
one of its inhabitants. Upon arrival, the students were directed 
to a simple minded, rather corpulent individual. When he 
heard that they were students of the famed Rebbe, he invited 
them to supper. An elaborate feast was laid out, and their host 
proceeded to partake of it lavishly, wolfing down bite after 

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
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bite. The students watched in silent wonder,  until one of them 
plucked up the courage to ask why their host thought the Baal 
Shem Tov had sent them to him. He looked at them somberly. 
“My father was burnt alive al kiddush Hashem,” he spoke in 
a low voice. “Being a lean fellow, the flames did their job 
quickly. If I ever face the same challenge, I want the fire to 

rage for a while, bringing an even greater kiddush Hashem.”
Hashem’s greatest desire is to dwell within us, His beloved 

chosen nation. By extending ourselves and harnessing every 
aspect of our beings to serve Him, we become worthy of His 
presence.

Mazal Tov
To Akiva & Maya Manne  

on the birth of a baby boy! 

Rabbi Mendey Chazan


